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ABSTRACT 
We characterize quantities (poles and pole chains of the transfer functions) of the 
minimal partial realizations of a given sequence of matrices S = (S,, S,, . . , S,_ I) 
which are uniquely determined by S. Furthermore, the set of all points at which the 
transfer functions of all minimal partial realizations are analytic is described. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To begin with let us recall that the minimal realization problem for linear 
time-independent systems reads as follows. Given matrices Sk E C Pxq (k = 
0, 1, . . . ), find for minimal n matrices C E CP’“, A E CnXn, B E Cnxq 
such that 
S, = CAkB (k = o,l,...). 
The triple (C, A, B) is called the minimal realization of S = (Sk>;= 0. A 
systems theoretical interpretation of the problem is to find a system C = 
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(C, A, B) described by 
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Yk = cxk (1.1) 
from the impulse response S = (Sk)ycO. It is a well-known result of Kalman 
that a realization exists if and only if the rank of the infinite Hankel matrix 
H = [ Si+irj= o is finite and, moreover, n = rank H. For details see [16]. 
Furthermore, the minimal realization is essentially unique, which means that 
for two realizations (Ci, Ai, Bj) (i = 1,2) there exists a nonsingular matrix 
such that 
c, = C,T, A, = T-‘A,T, B, = T-‘B,. 
For a minimal realization the eigenvalues of A are just the poles of the 
transfer function 
F(h) = 2 SkA-k-1 = C(hl- A)-lB 
k=O 
of (1.1). Since F does not depend on their concrete realization, they are 
uniquely defined by S. In particular the poles of F, which are also referred to 
as the poles of the system C, are unique. 
The situation is rather different for the partial realization problem, which 
is formulated next. Let a finite sequence S = (S, >rr,i of matrices Sk E C p x q 
be given. A triple (C, A, B) with C E CpXn, A E Cnx”, B E Cnxq such 
that 
Sk = CAkB (k=O,l,...,N- 1) 
is called partial realization of S. If n is minimal then (C, A, B) is said to be 
a minimal partial realization (MPR). 
There is a huge literature about the partial realization problem. Relevant 
sources are [l-3,5-7, 151. A quite complete survey for the scalar case 
p = q = 1 is [9]. 
Clearly, a MPR does always exist. However, uniqueness is not always 
guaranteed. That means there could be nonsimilar MPR, and the transfer 
function and, in particular, its poles are not uniquely determined by S. 
Let us consider a simple example. 
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EXAMPLE 1.1. Suppose that p = q = 1, N = 3, S = (1, 1, 0). Then in- 
finitely many MPR are given by 2 = (C, A, B), where 
c=[/L+1 11, A=[; $1, R=[:‘] 
and p is arbitrary. The poles of Y, are the zeros of A2 + p(h - 1). Hence, 
every complex number except A = 1 can be a pole of a certain MPR of S. On 
the other hand, for the sequence S = (1, 1, 0,l) the minimal realization is 
essentially unique and a representative is given by 
c=[2 11, A=[‘: _;I> R=[;]. 
In the block case the situation is still more involved. The transfer function 
of all MPR can be partly unique, i.e., some poles of it are uniquely 
determined by S and others are not. One has also to take into account pole 
vectors and pole chains. The investigation of these unique parts of the MPR 
is the main aim of the present note. Furthermore we are interested in 
characterizing the exception set, i.e. the set of complex numbers (Y which are 
never poles of a transfer function of a MPR of S, like CY = 1 in Example 1.1. 
Remember that the vector polynomial b(A) = Crz,‘bJh - (Y>~, b( cr > # 
0, is said to be a lef pole function of the rational matrix function F 
corresponding to the point (Y of the order ZJ > 0 if there is a vector 
polynomial q(A) such that’ 
v-/(A)%(A) = (A - a)-%(A)? 
The vector sequence b,, . . . , b,_ 1 is called a left pole chain of the length u 
for F at CY. The vector b, # 0 is called a lef pole vector of F at (Y. 
Analogously right pole functions and right pole chains are defined.2 
‘In the literature it is, in addition, often demanded that TJ((Y) # 0. For our purposes the 
definition in the present form is more convenient. 
‘Speaking about pole vectors or pole chains in the sequel, we always have in mind Zej2 pole 
vectors or chains. 
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Let IV(o) denote the Jordan block 
I 
cl! 0 
Iv(4 = l :-* . * . I , 0 * l’a 
and B, E Cuxq, C, E CPx” be given matrices. Define F by F(h) = C&AZ 
- Jv(a>]-‘Z30. Th en the rows of B, = col(b’),“- ’ form a left pole chain 
corresponding to (Y. More generally, if 
A=[J$) 01, z3+q, c=[c, *], 
where JV< a), B,, and C, are as above, then b,, . . . , b,_ I is a left pole chain 
of the transfer function of (C, A, B) corresponding to cr. 
In Example 1.1 we showed that in the scalar case it is possible that all 
poles or no poles are uniquely determined by S. In the matrix case the 
situation is still more involved. Some quantities-some of the poles, pole 
chains, regular points, and others-can be uniquely determined by S, and 
others depend on the concrete realization. We will refer, loosely speaking, to 
all quantities occurring in the MPR which are uniquely determined by S as 
rigid. Our goal is to find rigid quantities of the MPR of a sequence S. 
In order to characterize rigid pole chains of S we use the concept of 
common restriction which was introduced in [S]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let a family of matrix pairs 
A= {(ci, A) : ci E Cpxn, Ai E CnXn, i Ey} 
be given, where 9 is an index set. A pair of matrices (C, A), A E CmXm, 
c E cp xm. is called a com77u)n restriction of 4 if for all i ~3 there is a 
nonsingular matrix Ti such that 
C,T, = [C Ci2] and Ti_‘A,Z’, = t ,“” 
22 
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for certam matrices Cfs, A;,, and A& of suitable size. The pairs (Ci, A,) are 
called extensions of (C, A). A common restriction (C, A) .& is said to be a 
greatest com7Tu)n restriction (g.c.r.> if every common restriction of &? is a 
restriction of (C, A). 
In the same way we define the concept of a restriction of a family 
A = {( Ai, Bi) : Ai E CnXn, Bi E Cnxq, i ~3). 
A pair of matrices (A, B), A E CmXm, B E Cmxq is called a common 
restriction of L if for all i EY there is a nonsingular matrix Ti with 
T-‘A,J’, = 4 ’ 
[ 1 
and Ti-IBi = 
B 
A’,, A& [ 1 Bi * 21 
The g.c.r. of a family of matrices is essentially uniquely determined, i.e., if 
(C, A) is a g.c.r. and T E C”‘” is nonsingular, then (CT, T-‘AT) is a g.c.r. 
and, vice versa, each g.c.r. is of this form. In particular, there is a g.c.r. such 
that A is a Jordan matrix. 
For given S, we introduce the families 
MPR(S) := {(C, A, B):(C, A, B) isaMPRof S}, 
MPR,(S) := ((A, B):(C, A, B) E MPR(S) forcertainc}, 
MPR,(S) := {(C, A):(C, A, B) E MPR(S) forcertain B}. 
Now we can formulate and discuss the problems we study in this paper. 
PROBLEM 1. Given S, find greatest common restrictions of the families 
MPR,(S) and MPR,( S). 
Note that the common restrictions of MPR,(S) correspond to rigid (left) 
pole chains of the transfer functions of the MPR of S. In fact, let (Jy( (Y), B) 
be a common restriction of MPR,(S), where B = col(b,r)i-‘. Then 
b O,“‘, b,_ I is a rigid pole chain corresponding to CY, i.e., it is a pole chain of 
the transfer function of each MPR of S. The Jordan normal form of the g.c.r. 
of MPR,(S) provides us with a so-called canonical collection of rigid pole 
chains (see [4]). The converse is also true. Each rigid pole chain b,, . . . , b,_, 
corresponding to (Y determines a common restriction (Jy( (Y), B), B = 
col(b,r)tY_;, of MPR,(S). 
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It will be clear below that the MPR of S is essentially unique if and only 
if the order of the g.c.r. of MPR,(S) [or MPR,(S)] equals 12, the order of the 
MPR. If the order of the g.c.r. of MPR,(S) is less than n, then one may ask 
which quantities can be prescribed in addition in order to guarantee unique- 
ness of the MPR. We will deal with the following version of this problem. 
PROBLEM 2. Given S, find conditions for a pair of matrices (A,, B,) to 
possess the following property: There is a unique MPR (C, A, B) of S such 
that (A,, B,) is a restriction of (A, B). 
A special case of Problem 2 is the prescription of poles and pole vectors 
for the minimal partial realization. 
It will be shown below that it is possible that (Y is a rigid pole of S, but 
there is no rigid pole chain corresponding to CY (an example is given in 
Section 4). Therefore the following problem is rather different to Problem 1 
but also of interest. 
PROBLEM 3. Given S, describe the set 9(S) of all (Y E C which are 
poles of all transfer functions C(hZ - A)-‘B, where (C, A, B) E MPR(S). 
9’(S) is called the set of rigid poles of S. Clearly 9(S) is the set of the 
common eigenvalues of all A with (C, A, B) E MPR(S) for certain B 
and C. 
In Example 1.1 it can be seen that in some cases every point of the 
complex plane is a pole of certain MPR of a given sequence S except for 
the points of an exception set, which is the set of all rigid regular points, i.e. 
the set of all points at which the transfer functions of all MPR are analytic. 
Our third aim is to characterize this exception set. That means we consider 
the following problem. 
PROBLEM 4. Given S, describe the set d(S) of all (Y E C such that the 
transfer function C(hZ - A)-‘B of each (C, A, B) E MPR(S) is analytic 
at Ly. 
Let us note that it is possible that a rigid pole which has a rigid left pole 
vector does not have a rigid right pole vector. An example is given in Section 
3. Therefore the following problem is of interest, but it is, as far as we how, 
still open. 
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PROBLEM 5. Given S, find matrices C,, A,, and B, of maximal order 
such that for each (C, A, B) E MPR(S) there exists a nonsingular matrix T 
such that 
CT= [co *], T-lAT= Ao ’ 
[ 1 0 *’ 
Let us explain the further contents of the paper. Section 2 has preliminary 
character. The materials is mainly taken from [II]. In this section the concept 
of a fundamental matrix is introduced, which is basic for our approach. The 
fundamental matrix of a sequence S is a certain matrix polynomial containing 
all information about S in a convenient form. In particular, with the help of 
the fundamental matrix the class of all MPR of S can be described in the 
form of the fraction of matrix polynomials. This description allows us to give a 
solution of Problem 1 in Section 3. 
Section 4 is dedicated to the solution of Problem 2, Section 5 is dedicated 
to the solution of the Problems 3 and 4, and in Section 6 special cases are 
considered. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL SYSTEMS AND PARTIAL REALIZATIONS 
In this section we introduce some concepts from the theory of Hankel 
matrices and matrix polynomials and recall some facts which will be impor- 
tant for the formulation and the proofs of the main theorems. The basic 
concept for our approach is that of a fundamental matrix corresponding to a 
sequence of matrices S = ( Si),!z-ol, Si E C Px9, which was introduced in [ll], 
and which will be defined next. 
We associate S with the sequence of block Hankel matrices H, (k = 
1 ,*.*1 N) defined by 
(2.1) 
where k + 1 = N + 1. 
The kernels of the matrices Hk have a remarkable structure. In order to 
describe this structure it is convenient to use polynomial language. That 
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means instead of the kernels ker H, we describe the sets of vector polynomi- 
als 
k-l 
& = C u,Ai :col(u,)~~’ E ker Hk 
i=O 
For convenience we put ZN+ i = {CiN,o~ih’ : ui E CY}. One advantage of the 
polynomial notation is the fact that one has the natural imbeddings Z1 ~2~ 
c .** czN+i. - 
In [ll] the following is proved. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For a given sequence of matrices S = (S,, . . . , S,_ i), 
Si E C Px’f, there exists a system of s nonnegative integers d,, i = 1, . . . , s, 
where s is a certain integer satisfying q < s ,< p + q, and a system of vector 
polynomials ui ~3~ +, \ 2E$, (i = 1,. . . , s) such that the system 
Ui,hU i,..., A- k d,-‘U, z, 
where i runs over all indices k > di, forms a basis of zk (k = 1, . . . , N + 1). 
The integers di are uniquely Atermined by S. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The integers di occurring in Proposition 2.1 are called 
right characteristic degrees of S. A system of vector polynomials ui generat- 
ing the subspaces xk as described in Proposition 2.1 is said to be a right 
fundamental system of S. A q X s matrix polynomial U the columns of which 
form a right fundamental system will be called a rightfundamental matrix of 
S. All “left” quantities are defined analogously.3 
We still need some more definitions and facts. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let u E&“k+ I \Zk, and let uk be the leading coeffi- 
cient of u. If uk # 0, then u is said to be proper, otherwise improper. 
The following is easily proved (see [ll]). 
“Spealdng about characteristic degrees or fundamental systems in the sequel, we always have 
in mind the right ones. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. For given S, there exists a right fundamental system 
consisting of exactly q proper and s - q improper vector polynomials. The 
characteristic degrees corresponding to the proper polynomials are uniquely 
determined by S. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A right fundamental system is said to be canonical if it 
contains exactly q proper vector polynomials. The collection of all proper 
vector polynomials in a canonical fundamental system will be referred to as 
the proper part of the fundamental system. The characteristic degrees 
corresponding to the proper part are said to be the proper characteristic 
degrees. 
Let us note that canonical fundamental systems can be constructed via 
recursions N - 1 - N. This leads to algorithms which are similar to the 
algorithms for Hankel matrix inversion and have O(N ‘> complexity or less 
(see [lo, 123). 
In order to describe the relation between the concept of a fundamental 
system and the partial realization problem we still need the concept of 
residual, which is defined next. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose that u(h) = C~=,,ui A” E ql+ 1. Then the vec- 
tor polynomial w( A> = Ctr:wi A’ defined by 
Ul 
Ill . . Ud 
is called the residual of u. 
Now we are going to describe the general form of the transfer function of 
the MPR of a sequence S using the introduced concepts. The following 
proposition is taken from [ 111, but similar descriptions can be found in other 
sources. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let a canonical right fundamental system %! of S with 
characteristic degrees dj (i = 1,. . . , s) and proper characteristic degrees 
drop (j = 1,. . . , q) be given, and U’ denote a q x r matrix polynomial 
(q < r < s) the columns of which consist of all elements of % the characteris- 
tic degree of which does not exceed the largest proper characteristic degree. 
Furthermore let W’ denote the p x r matrix polynomial of the corresponding 
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residuals. Then the general form of the transfer function of the MPR of S is 
given by F = PD-‘, P = W’Z, and D = U’Z, where Z = [zij] is an r X q 
matrix polynomial the entries zij (i = 1,. . . , r; j = 1,. . . , q) of which satisfy 
the following conditions: 
(1) deg zij Q dfrop, and otherwise zij = 0. 
(2) The q X q submatrix of Z consisting of all entries zij for which dj is a 
proper characteristic degree is unimodular, i.e. has a nonvanishing constant 
determinant. 
In particular, the order of the MPR of S equals the sum of the proper 
characteristic degrees. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Without loss of generality it can be assumed that the 
unimodular matrix polynomial occurring in the second part of Proposition 2.3 
coincides with the identity of the order q. 
In order to formulate our first main theorem we still need some defini- 
tions from theory of matrix polynomials. For details we refer to [8] and [14]. 
DEFINITION 2.5. 
(1) Let U be a q X r matrix polynomial. A q X q matrix polynomial L is 
said to be a left divisor of U if there exists a matrix polynomial M such that 
U = LM. Unimodular divisors are referred to as trivial. L is called a 
maximal lef divisor of U if all left divisors of U are left divisors of L. 
Analogously right divisors are defined. 
(2) Let D = [vl ... vq] be a q X q matrix polynomial, let wi denote 
the leading coefficient of vi, and let D,c be the matrix with the columns wi. 
If D,< is nonsingular, then D is said to be column reduced. 
(3) A pair of matrices (A, B) is called admissible if A is compatible with 
B, i.e. A E C”“’ and b E Cnxq for certain integers n and q. n is called the 
order of (A, B). A pair of matrices (A, B) of order n is called controllable if 
rank[row(A”B),f,O1] = n. A controllable matrix pair (A, B) of order n is 
called a lef null pair of the q X q matrix polynomial D(h) ,= Cf=, Di A’ if 
d 
c A’BD, = 0 
i=O 
and n = deg det D. 
It is well known (see [8, Chapter 71) that a null pair of a matrix polynomial 
is essentially unique. 
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We show how a left null pair for a q X q column-reduced matrix 
polynomial can be constructed. Let ki (i = 1,. . . , q) be the column degrees 
of D, and D,, be defined as in Definition 2.5. Then D,, is nonsingular and 
there is a matrix D lc E Cqx(kl+ - +kq) such that 
Now let the matrices A and B be defined by 
where ef~ denotes the first unit vector in Cki. Then the pair of matrices 
(A,, B,) defined by 
A, = A - BD,,‘D,,, B, = BD,-,l 
is a left null pair of D. 
This construction of a null pair of D is related to the controller-form 
realization of a right matrix fraction description, which is described in 6.4.1 of 
[141. 
3. COMMON RESTRICTION OF MINIMAL PARTIAL 
REALIZATIONS 
In this section we prove the following theorem which provides a solution 
of Problem 1. 
THEOREM 3.1. For a given sequence of matrices S, let U’ be &fined as 
in Proposition 2.3, L be a maximal lef divisor of U’, and (A,, BL) be a lef 
null pair of L. Then (A,, BL) is a greatest common restriction of MPR ,(S). 
Conversely, if (A,,, B,) is a greatest common restriction of MPR ,(S), then 
U’ has a nontrivial maximal left divisor L such that (A,, B,) is a le& null 
pair of L. 
Let us point out that a column-reduced maximal left divisor L of U’ can 
be computed with the help of the Euclidian algorithm applied to the entries 
of U’. Furthermore we remember that it was shown above how to construct a 
left null pair of L. Hence we can say that Theorem 3.1 provides a construc- 
tion of the g.c.r. of MPR,(S). 
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Let us formulate some immediate consequences of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. The family MPR ,(S) has a nontrivial common restric- 
tion if and only if U’ has a left eigenvector, i.e., there exists an (Y E C and a 
vector c # 0 such that cT U’( (Y) = 0. 
In fact U’ has a left eigenvector if and only if it has a non-unimodular left 
divisor. 
The translation of Theorem 3.1 into the language of pole chains reads as 
follows. 
COROLLARY 3.2. 
pole chain for L- ’ 
The sequence of vectors &,, . . . , t,h_ 1 E C4 is a left 
at (Y if and only if it is a rigid left pole chain for S, i.e. a 
pole chain of the transfer function of all MPR of S, at (Y. 
REMARK 3.1. The left pole chains of L-’ are just the left Jordan chains 
of the matrix polynomial L. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is based on the description of all transfer 
functions of MPR in Proposition 2.3. This description is given in terms of 
fractions of matrix polynomials, so-called matrix fraction desctiptions (MFD). 
As preliminary considerations for the proof we recall some definitions and 
facts concerning MFD’s. 
Let F be a rational p X q matrix function. A representation of F in the 
form F = PD-‘, where P and D are matrix polynomials, is called a right 
matrix fraction description (MFD) of F. Analogously left MFD are defined.4 
Among all MFD there exist some for which D is column reduced. A MFD 
F = PD-’ for which D is column reduced and P and D are right coprime, 
i.e. do not have common non-unimodular divisors, will be called a regular 
MFD. 
Note that in Proposition 2.3 the transfer functions of the MPR of S are 
just given in the form of a regular MFD. 
The following proposition indicates the relation between regular MFD 
and minimal realizations. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let F = PD-’ be a regular MFD, and S = (Si)yEO be 
defined by F(A) = CT=oSiA-(if’). Then: 
(1) If (C, A, B) is a minimal realization of S, then (A, B) is a lef null 
pair of D. 
41n the sequel we shall deal only with right MFD. 
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(2) lf (A, B) is a left null pair of D, then there exists a C such that 
(C, A, B) is a minimal realization of S. 
The proof of the first assertion can be found for square matrix polynomi- 
als in [4] (Theorem 4.2.1 and Theorem 11.1.6). The second assertion is an 
immediate consequence. 
Let g(S) denote the set of all column-reduced matrix polynomials which 
are denominators of MFD for transfer functions of MPR of S, i.e. the set of 
all column-reduced matrix polynomials D for which there exists a matrix 
polynomial P such that PD-’ = C(hZ - A)-‘B for a certain triple 
(C, A, B) E MPR(S). Lemma 3.1 states that MPR,(S) is equal to the set of 
all left null pairs of the family g(S). 
The next proposition states the connection between the common left 
divisors of a family of matrix polynomials and the common restrictions of the 
left null pairs of the elements of this set. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let ~2 be a family of matrix polynomials and J a family of 
corresponding null pairs. 
(1) Let L be a common left divisor of the family 9, and (A, B) a null 
pair of L. Then (A, B) is a common restriction of the family 4. 
(2) Let (A, B) be a common restriction of the family 4. Then there 
exists a matrix polynomial L which is a common left divisor of 9 such that 
(A, B) is a null pair of L. 
For the proof see [S, Theorems 7.13, 9.91. 
According to the Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 the g.c.r. of the family MPR,(S) 
is given by a left null pair of a greatest common left divisor of the family 
5@(S). Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 3.1 it remains to show that the 
following is true. 
LEMMA 3.3. The set of all maximal left divisors of U’ coincides with the 
set o all greatest common lef divisors of the family B(S). 
Proof. Let L be a maximal left divisor of U’, and G a greatest common 
left divisor of g(S). We show that G is a left divisor of L, and L a left 
divisor of G. The assertion is an immediate consequence of this fact. 
By definition there is a matrix polynomial M satisfying U’ = LM. We 
choose an arbitrary element D ES(S). According to Proposition 2.3 there is 
a matrix polynomial Z such that D = U’Z. Hence we have D = LMZ. Thus 
L is a common left divisor of the family g(S). That means L is a left divisor 
of G. 
We show now that G is a left divisor of U’. For this we consider the 
matrix U, = [uYP *a* uprop] of proper 4 elemen ts of the given fundamental 
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system 5Y. By Proposition 2.3, U, belongs to 9(S). Hence, there is a matrix 
polynomial M such that U, = GM, i.e., G divides all proper columns of U’. 
Now let u3 be a column of U’ which is improper. We define a matrix 
polynomial D by 
D = U, + uje;, 
where e4 denotes the 9th unit vector. Obviously, the matrix D can be 
represented in the form D = U’Z, where 2 is a matrix polynomial satisfying 
conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 2.3. Thus D belongs to g(S). Conse- 
quently, there is a matrix poynomial V such that D = GV, in particular, 
uqp’or + uj = GVeT. Since uP”P = GMeB we conclude that uj = G(V - 4 
M)eF, i.e., G divides all improper columns of U’. In this way we have proved 
that G is a left divisor of U’. A consequence of this fact is that G is a left 
divisor of L, which proves our assertion. n 
We collect now all arguments in order to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.3, L is a greatest common left 
divisor of the family 9(S). By Proposition 3.2, (AL, BL) is a g.c.r. of any 
collection of null pairs (A, B) corresponding to the elements of g;(S). 
Finally, according to Lemma 3.1 the left null pairs for the polynomials from 
g(S) are just the elements of MPR,(S). Conversely, if (A,, B,) is a g.c.r. of 
MPR,(S), then by L emma 3.2 there exists a maximal left divisor L of U’ such 
that (A,,, B,) is a left null pair of L. This proves the theorem. n 
Let us discuss two extreme situations, 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf the largest characteristic degree is a proper one, then 
MPR 1(S) has only the trivial common restriction and there is no rigid pole 
vector corresponding to S. 
In fact, in this case U’ is the whole fundamental matrix. According to 
Corollary 3.1 of [ll], the fundamental matrix is a submatrix of a unimodular 
(p+q)x(p+q) matrix. Hence it has full rank for all h, which implies, in 
view of Corollary 3.1, that the g.c.r. is trivial. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf the largest proper characteristic degree is less than 
the smallest improper one, then the MPR is uniquely defined by S up to 
similarity. In particular, all pole chains are rigid. 
Note that the converse of Corollary 3.4 is also true. In principle, this fact 
is known in another formulation (see [7] or [4, Chapter 171). For convenience 
we present a proof of it using the tools of our approach. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. lf a given sequence S has, up to similarity, only one 
MPR, then all proper indices are smaller than the improper ones. 
Proof. Let us assume the contrary, i.e., that the matrix U’ has a column 
ui which is an improper element of the fundamental system and the MPR of 
S is essentially unique. The latter means in particular that for the g.c.r. 
(A, B) of MPR,(S) the matrix A has order n, the order of any MPR. This 
implies that for the maximal left divisor L of U’, for which (A, B) is a left 
null pair, the determinant det L is a polynomial with degree n. 
By definition of L we have IJ, = LM for a certain matrix polynomial M. 
Since the degrees of the determinants of both L and U, are n, M must be 
unimodular. 
We have furthermore ui = Lv for a certain vector polynomial v. Since M 
is unimodular. we conclude that 
ui = vow (3.1) 
for the vector polynomial w = M-l v. Since U, is column reduced, we have 
for the components wj of w (j = I,. . . , q) the estimations 
deg wj < deg ui - drp 
if drp < deg ui, 
vector polynomials 
and wj = 0 otherwise. According to Proposition 2.1 the 
u pP 
J 
/ . . . , ~d-dJr”“up~~p 
j (j = L...,q) 
and ui are linearly independent. This is a contradiction to (3.1). Hence U’ 
does not contain improper columns, i.e., U’ = U,, which proves our state- 
ment. n 
As already remarked in the Introduction, it is possible that for a rigid pole 
there exists a rigid left but no rigid pole vector. Let us give an example. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Suppose that N = 5, p = q = 2, 
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Then the quadruple of the characteristic degrees in (2,3,3,4), where 3 and 3 
are the proper ones, and a fundamental matrix is given by 
U= 0 h3-1 -1 A 
[ A 0 1 A3 -1’ 
The matrix U’ appearing in Theorem 3.1 consists of the first three columns of 
U. For A = 0 this matrix does not have full rank. By Theorem 3.1, that means 
that MPR,(S) has a nontrivial common restriction, and [0 l]r is a rigid left 
pole vector. 
On the other hand, the left characteristic degrees are also (2,3,3,4), but 
now 2 and 4 are the proper ones. A left fundamental matrix is given by 
rj= 
[ 
-A 0 A2 A4-A-1 
A2 1 0 1 0 ’
and we have Uf = U. Since 6 has full rank for all A, MPR,(S) has only 
trivial common restrictions and there is no right pole vector.5 
4. MINIMAL PARTIAL REALIZATION WITH PRESCRIBED 
RESTRICTION 
In this section we deal with Problem 2. To prepare this we study 
of all nonsimilar MPR of a given sequence in more detail. This class 
identified with the set of all transfer functions 
TF(S)=(C(AZ-A)-‘B:(C,A,B)EMPR). 
the set 
can be 
According to Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.1 the set TF(S) consists of all 
rational matrix functions F represented as a regular MFD F = PD-’ where 
D is of the form 
D = U,, + U,Z, (4.1) 
where U, is the proper, and U, is the improper part of a right fundamental 
system of S, and 2 is a free parameter. Recall that the entries of 2 are 
“It follows already from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 6.2 in [ll] that the proper characteristic 
degrees are 2 and 4. In view of Corollary 3.3 this implies that there is no rigid right pole vector. 
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polynomials zij satisfying the degree estimation deg zij < drp - djmpr if 
djpror - djmrr < 0 and zij = 0 otherwise. Recall also that the numerator P of 
F is uniquely determined by the denominator D. It is natural to introduce 
the integers 
Kij = max{dp’oP - djmpr + 1,o) 
and 
K = zKij. 
y 
Obviously, 
Kij < K. r.j+1 (4.2) 
for fixed i. 
The representation (4.1) provides a parametrization of the set TF(S) with 
K free parameters, which are the coefficients of the polynomials zij. The 
question is whether this parametrization is one to one. The answer is yes, as 
will be shown at once. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let Z, and Z, generate the same transfer function. 
Then Z, = Z,. 
Proof. Define 
Di = U,, + U,Z, (i = 1,2). 
The columns of D, form the proper part of a fundamental system. That 
means that U,, can be replaced by D,, or in other words, we may assume 
without loss of generality that Z, = 0. Since the regular MFD of a rational 
matrix function is unique up to unimodular right factors, there exists a 
unimodular matrix polynomial M such that D, = D, M, which implies 
U,( M - Z) - qz, = 0. (4.3) 
Since both D, and D, have the column degrees dpP < ..* 6 drP, the 
entries rnk.i of M satisfy the degree estimation 
deg mkj < dyp - drP (4.4) 
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if dR rap < dprop, and mkj = 0 otherwise. Let ui, . . . , uq denote the columns 
of U,, and I,,..., 0,. the columns of U,. According to the construction of 
fundamental systems and Proposition 2.1 the vector polynomials 
ui, /hi,..., A dprop--dPui , vj, “vj, . . . , Ad4”“P-d;mprvj, 0 
i=l ,...,q, j = l,..., T, are linearly independent. This implies in (4.3) 
M = 1 and 2, = 0. n 
The following notation is useful for the formulation of the main result of 
this section. Let v(h) = Cfz,vi A” b e a vector polynomial with coefficients 
from CY and A E CKXK, B E C”‘q. Then v( A, B) will denote the vector 
v( A, B) := ; A”Bq. 
i=O 
If V is a matrix polynomial with the columns vi,. . . , v,, then we define 
V(A,B) := [q(A,B) -*- v,,(A,B)]. 
Furthermore, for the formulation of the next theorem it is convenient to 
introduce some Krylov matrices and spaces, which are defined as follows. Let 
v be a nonnegative integer, A be a square matrix, and v be a vector which is 
compatible with A. Then &(A, v) will denote the matrix 
K,( Au) := [v Au A’v ‘-. A”-‘v] 
if v > 0, or &,(A, v) = 0 if v = 0. For a matrix V = [vi **a vt] and a 
multiindex v = (vi,. . . , vt) we denote by K,( A, V) the matrix 
K,(A,V) = [ &,(A,v,) K,,(A,v,) *** &jA&)]. 
Finally we denote the range of K,( A, V) by _'%$(A, V). 
REMARK 4.1. We have Z$( A, V) c_%$( A, V) if the components of v 
are not larger than those of v’. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let (A,,, B,) be a controllable matrix pair. Then there 
exist a MPR (C, A, B) of S such that ( A,,, B,) is a restriction of ( A, B) if 
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and only if for allj = 1, . . . , q 
where U, = [ul -** u4] and kj = (Kij, . . . , Krj). 
Proof. Let (4.5) be fullfilled. Then the systems of linear equations 
Kj( A,, U,( A,, Bo))Zj = -uj( A,, ‘0) (4.6) 
are solvable for j = 1,. . . , q. We partition the solution vector zj into pieces 
with length ~~~ 
zj = col(z,,>;=,, zij E C”v. 
Let zij be the polynomial with coefficient vector zij. Naturally, we set 
zij = 0 for ~~~ = 0. We define a matrix polynomial D by 
Since the polynomials zij satisfy the degree estimation of Proposition 2.3, D 
belongs to g;(S). From (4.6) we have in particular D( A,, B,) = 0. Since 
(A,,, B,) is controllable, there is a column-reduced matrix polynomial L 
which (A,, B,) is a left null pair. Because D( A,,, B,) = 0, L is a left divisor 
of D. According to part (1) of Lemma 3.2, (A,,, B,) is a restriction of all left 
null pairs (A, B) of D. By part (2) of Lemma 3.1 the existence of a matrix C 
follows for all left null pairs (A, B) of D such that (C, A, B) is a MPR of S. 
Hence, the existence of a MPR (C, A, B) of S is shown, for which (A,, B,) 
is a restriction of (A, B). 
Conversely, let (C, A, B) b e a MPR of S for which (A,, B,) is a 
restriction of ( A, B). Then according to Corollary 2.1 there exists a D E &3(S) 
with the representation 
D = U, + U,Z, 
where the entries of Z satisfy the degree estimations of Proposition 2.3 and 
D( A, B) = 0. Since (A,, B,) is a restriction of (A, B), in particular we have 
D( A,, B,) = 0. This is equivalent to 
(U,Z)(Ao7 B”) = -Uo(Ao~ 4). 
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By comparison of the columns in the last equation we obtain that U&A,, B,) 
belongs to Z&C A,, U,( A,, B,,)). n 
Let us consider the special case A, = (Y, B, = b?’ E C”. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let CY E C and cp E CY be giuen. Then there exists a 
MPR (C, A, B) ofS such that cp is a lef pole oector corresponding to the pole 
(Y of C(hZ - A)-l B if and only if one of the following conditions is fulfilled 
for i = l,..., q: 
(1) (p?‘+?) = 0. 
(2) There exist at least one uj such that (P~v,((Y> # 0 and djmpr < dprop. 
Let (C, A, B) be a MPR of S, and (A,,, B,) be a restriction of (A, B). We 
will say that (A,, B,) determines (C, A, B) uniquely if every MPR 
(C’, A’, B’) of S is similar to (C, A, B), for which (A,, B,) is also a 
restriction of ( A’, B’). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let (C, A, B) be a MPR of S, and (A,,, B,) be a 
restriction of (A, B). Then (C, A, B) is uniquely determined by ( A,, B,) if 
and only if the columns of the Kylov matrix 
are linearly independent. 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4.1 we showed D = U, + U,Z is a right 
denominator of the transfer function of a MPR with a restriction (A,, B,) if 
and only if the coefficient vector zj of the jth column of Z solves the system 
(4.6). Since K 
number of ro& 
:= K (A,, U,( A,, B,)) is a submatrix of K,+, with the same 
the 2olution of (4.6) 1s unique if and only if the kernel of the 
largest matrix K,,, is trivial. n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Zf (A,,, B,) determines the MPR of S uniquely, then 
the order of A, is at least cr=, Key. 
In fact, the matrix K,,, does possess strictly Cr= l~iq columns. The 
number of rows will be defined by the order of A,. Thus it is necesary for 
the linear independence of the columns that A,, does possess the order 
Cy= i Kiq at least. 
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5. RIGID POLES AND RIGID REGULAR POINTS 
In this section we give an answer to the Problems 3 and 4. We start with 
Problem 3, i.e. with the description of the set of rigid poles. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let U’ be as in Proposition 2.3, and let drop, . . . , drop 
be the sequence of the proper degrees of S in non&creasing order. Then (Y 
belongs to Z(S) if and only if the q X q submatrices [ut,< a). . . u,y( a>] are 
singular for all tuples (tl, . . . , tq) satisfying d, < d)“OP forj = 1,. . . , q. In 
particular, 9( S> is empty if the polynomials det[u,, . . . ut,,] for d, < drop 
are coprkne. 
Proof. Let As be the following finite set of polynomials: 
As = {det[u,, . . . u,,] : d, < (jf’op}. (5.1) 
We show that the two families of polynomials A, and 
As = {det D: D l 9( S)} 
have equal greatest common divisor. Since the rigid poles corresppnding to 
the sequence S are just the common zeros of all polynomials u E A,, i.e the 
zeros of the greatest common divisor of the family As, this immediately 
implies the assertion of the theorem. 
Let 6 be a common divisor of all u E As, and D = [ul ... 0~1 an 
arbitrary element of g(S). By Proposition 2.3 there exists a matrix polyno- 
mial Z = 1.~~~1 the entries of which satisfy condition (1) of Proposition 2.3, 
such that D = U’Z. By the Cauchy-Binet theorem we have 
det D = det U’Z = c det[ ut, **a 
1gt,< “’ <t<,<’ 
u,,,] det[ =tj]lj=l (5.2) 
We show that det[z,j]T z 0 only if the condition d, < dfToP is satisfied for 
allj = l,..., q. In fact, suppose that dtk > dpp for h certain k E (1,. . . , q}. 
Then d,& > drp for all i > k and j < k. In view of condition (1) of 
Proposition 2.3, for all these i and j we have ztj = 0. This implies det[ .zt .I! 
= 0. Hence in (5.2) it is sufficient to take the sum over all 1 q-tup es 
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(t 1,“‘> ts) which satisfy d, < y. That means we have 
det D = c uz, 
UEA, 
(5.3) 
for polynomials 2, (depending on u E As). Consequently, S is a common 
divisor of the family As. 
Conversely, let 6 be the greatest common divisor of the family As, and 
let u E As. Then u is of the form u = det[u,, ... u,~,,] with d, < drp. By 
Proposition 2.3, for arbitrary p E C, the matrix polynomial 
W(p) = [Wl .-* “91, (5.4) 
where 
if ut, = up’op, 
otherwise, (5.5) 
belongs to g(S). The determinant of this matrix has the form 
w(p) =detW(p) =o~+u~~+...+o,P~, 
where m is the number of improper elements in {ut,, . . . , u,<,}, wi (i = 
1 .., m) polynomials in h, and wm = u = det[u,,, . . . , ut 1. Since w, can 
be’ represented as a linear combination of polynomials o<,u~), where pi is 
taken from an arbitrary finite set of m points pi, and S is a divisor of all 
o( /.L), we conclude that S is a divisor of U. Hence 6 is a common divisor of 
all elements of As, which proves the theorem. n 
Of course, one cannot expect that for a rigid pole there is always a rigid 
pole vector or pole chain. We give an example for such a situation. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Suppose that S = (S,, S,, S,), where 
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A fundamental matrix of S is given by 
UC; IL l 
[ 
0 
-1 1 -h h3’ 
The quadruple of the characteristic degrees is (1,2,2,3), and the proper 
characteristic degrees are 1 and 3. Since the largest characteristic degree is 
proper, we have U = U’. By Theorem 4.1, the rigid poles are the common 
zeros of the 2 x 2 minors formed from the columns of U with the following 
numbers: (1,2), (1,3), and (1,4). It 1s easily checked that h = 0 is a common 
zero of the these minors (and the only one). Hence 0 is a rigid pole. But no 
rigid pole vector corresponds to this pole, since U(0) has full rank. 
Now we deal with Problem 4, i.e., we are seeking the set &S) of all rigid 
regular points for the transfer functions of the MPR of S. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let all the notation be as in Theorem 5.1, and let As be 
defined by (5.1). Furth ermore, let 6, denote the polynomial 
8, = det U,,. 
Then: 
(1) If As = {6,1, th en A&S> consists of all CY for which 6, does not 
vanish. 
(5’) IfA, + (%A th en (Y E C belongs to the set d(S) if and only if CY is 
a common zero of all polynomials u E As \ {S,} and no zero of 8,. 
Proof. The first assertion is obvious. Let us prove the second one. We 
assume that As # IS,}. 
Let (Y be a common zero of all polynomials from As \ 16,) and 6s( o) Z 
0. Then by (5.3) we have, for any D E B(S), 
(det D)(a) = a,( (Y).z~( a). 
Note that z8 is, by Proposition 2.3, a nonzero constant. Hence we have 
(det DX (w ) # 0 for all D E L3( S). That means all transfer functions of MPR 
of S are analytic at a. 
Conversely, let (Y be a zero of 6, or not a common zero of the elements 
of As \ (6,). In the first case (Y is an eigenvalue of U, = [up’op *** urp], 
which belongs to 9(S). Hence (Y is a pole of the corresponding transfer 
function. In the second case there is a polynomial u E As different from 6s 
which does not vanish at (Y. We define now W( /.L) E g(S) by (5.4) and (5.5). 
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Then w( p) = det W( p)( cr is a nonconstant polynomial in p. We choose p ) 
such that w(p) = 0. For this (fixed) p the matrix polynomial (in h) W(p) 
has the eigenvalue LY. The corresponding transfer function has the pole cr. 
This proves the theorem. n 
Let us discuss an extreme situation. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Zf the smallest proper characteristic degree of S is not 
smaller than the largest improper one, then S has no rigid pole, and the set of 
rigid regular points d(S) consists of all a! for which u,(a) = ... = u,_~((Y) 
= 0. Here s denotes the number of elements in the fundamental system of S. 
Proof. By assumption the matrix U = U’ = [ui . . . us] is a fundamen- 
tal matrix of S. In particular that means that for all 9-tuples (t,, . . . , t,) the 
condition d,, < drp (j = 1,. . . , q) is fulfilled. Furthermore U( cr ) has full 
rank for all (Y E C. Hence for each (Y there are 9 columns ut, of U such that 
[U@) . . . u~,((LY)] is nonsingular. In view of Theorem 4.1 this implies that 
B(S) is empty. 
Now let (Y E ZZ’( S). Then by Theorem 4.2 we have 
det[ ui( o) ~,-~+e( a) ... ~~(a)] = 0, 
det[ u,-q+ 1 (a) Ui( a) *** %b)] = 0, 
det[u,-,+1(a) u,-~+P(~) **- q(a)] = 0 
for i = I,. . . , s - 9, and 
By Cramer’s rule we conclude u i( (Y) = 0. 
Conversely, if Us = 0 for i = 1,. . . , s - 9, then all 9 X 9 minors 
except for that of the last 9 columns vanish at cr. By Theorem 5.2 this means 
that CY E&(S). n 
6. SPECIAL CASES 
6.1. Scalar Case 
In the scalar case p = 9 = 1 Problems 1 and 3 coincide. In this case a 
canonical fundamental system consists of two polynomials, one of which is 
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proper. Furthermore, the two polynomials are coprime, because the funda- 
mental matrix has full rank for all h. As an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let S = (s,,, . . . , sNpl) be afinite sequence of complex 
numbers, d, and d, the characteristic degrees, and {uI, u2} a canonical 
fundamental system of S. Then 
(1) if u1 is proper and d, < d,, then the set of rigid poles 9(S) coincides 
with the set of all zeros of the polynomial uI, and the set of rigid regular 
points d(S) is the complement of B?(S); 
(2) otherwise, 9(S) is empty and d(S) is the set of all zeros of ul. 
Corollary 6.1 states that in the second case one pole of the transfer 
function of the MPR can be prescribed. More precisely, the following is true. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Zf d,, d, (d, G d,) are the characteristic degrees of S, 
where d, is proper, and v := d, - d, + 1 (= N + 1 - 2d,), then for each 
system A of v complex numbers (Y satisfying u,(a) # 0 there is exactly one 
transfer function of the MPR of S such that the elements of A are poles. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 the general form of the denominator polyno- 
mial of the MPR is given by 
where 5 is a polynomial with degrees less or equal to v - 1. Hence exactly v 
zeros of u can be prescribed. This implies our assertion. n 
6.2. Cases of Nonsingular Hankel Matrices 
In this subsection we consider two special cases. First we assume that one 
of the Hankel matrices H, defined by (2.1) is nonsingular. Of course, for this 
it is necessary that H, be square, which means that kq = lp. The latter is 
equivalent to 
k= p(N+l) EZ 
+ (6.1) 
COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose that’(6.G is fulfilled and H, is nonsingular. 
Then 9(S) is empty, and d(S) consists of all (Y E C at which all improper 
vector polynomials of the fundamental system vanish. 
In fact, in view of the nonsingularity of H, in this case, all characteristic 
degrees d, = ... = dpfq are equal to k. It remains to apply Corollary 5.1. 
Let us consider a second special case. 
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COROLLARY 6.3. Suppose that k := N/( p + q) is an integer and the 
matrix 
H' := [ Si+j];Y=;;J:cl;k-l 
is nonsingular. Then S has a essentially unique MPR, and in particular all 
pole chains are rigid. 9(S) consists of all eigenvalues of U,, the matrix of 
proper elements of the given fundamental system, and d(S) is the comple- 
ment of 9(S). 
In fact, in view of the nonsingularity of the matrix H’, the matrix H,, 1 
has full rank and kernel dimension q. Moreover, a basis of this kernel 
provides the proper part of a fundamental system. That means the q proper 
characteristic degrees of S are equal to k and the p improper degrees are 
equal to k + 1. Applying Corollary 3.4, we obtain our assertion. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 we obtain the 
following. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Assume that (6.1) is fulfilled and H, is nonsingular. 
Further, let (A,,, B,) be a given pair of matrices with A, E CpxP, B, E 
C Pxq such that U,( A,, B,) is nonsingular. Here U, denotes the improper 
part of a fundamental matrix. Then there exists a essentially unique MPR of S 
such that ( A,,, B,) is a restriction of ( A, B). 
6.3. Generic Case 
By “generic case” we mean that all matrices occurring in the definition of 
a fundamental system have full rank and all polynomials are coprime. For an 
arbitrary S there is a generic sequence in any neighborhood (for a proof, see 
[ll, Section 41). 
In the generic case the largest and smallest characteristic degrees differ at 
most by one. Furthermore, the proper elements of a fundamental system are 
those with the smallest characteristic 
statement. 
degrees. This leads to the -following 
COROLLARY 6.5. Let S be generic. 
(1) if p + q is a divisor of N then 
particular all pole chains are rigid; 
Then 
S has a essential unique MPR and in 
(2) otherwise the sets 9(S) and 4s) are empty. 
In fact, in the first case k := (Np + p + q)/( p + q) is an integer 
satisfying kq - (N + 1 - k)p = q. Hence the kernel dimension of H, 
equals q, and a basis of this kernel provides the proper part of a fundamental 
system. That means the conditions of Corollary 3.4 are fulfilled. 
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In the second case the matrix U’ contains at least one improper vector 
polynomial, i.e., it is not square. Since in the generic case the polynomials 
occurring in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are coprime, we conclude, by these 
theorems, that z(S) and d’(S) are empty. 
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